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About me

- Florian Köhl
- koehlf@student.ethz.ch
- Last semester of MSc studies
- Teaching for the third time
- NOT a native English speaker
Administrative Stuff

- Exercise sessions:
  - Not mandatory, but highly recommended!
  - Switching level/assistant is possible

- Exercise sheets:
  - Hand in n-2 of the first n-1 sheets and “show serious effort” in order to get the Testat.
  - Working in groups of 2 is o.k.
Administrative Stuff

• Mock exams
  • Twice during the course of the semester
  • Presence mandatory!
• Last exercise sheet
  • Mandatory
  • More about it later in the semester
Administrative Stuff

• Hand-in of exercise sheets:
  • Mandatory: send me an email with your solution
  • ZIP it!
  • Subject rule:
    [assignmentX][nethz] {your subject}
    – X: number of assignment
    – Nethz: Your nethz login
• Bring hand-written solutions to the session.
• Printout of code much appreciated,
  but not mandatory
About you
Goals

• I want you to:
  • Pass the eprog exam
  • Catch up with the “more advanced”
  • Have a good understanding of OO-Programming and know how to use it (important for future courses!)
Ideas for our sessions

- Look at the official slides
- Hints for next exercise sheet
- Discussion of last exercise sheet
- Questions about the lecture
- Additional exercises
Questions so far?

- A quick word on questions:
  - Ask them!
  - Ask them whenever you want to.
    - Write an email
    - Ask me when you bump into me
    - During the break
    - After the sessions